TASKI Auto Scrubbers

From small, compact walk-behind to large ride-on machines, TASKI auto scrubbers provide an unparalleled level of performance across a range of applications to power through your floor care challenges.

**TASKI swingo 150 E**
Ultra-compact 13-inch (33-cm) auto scrubber is designed with an upright profile that makes it extremely portable and highly efficient for cleaning small to medium sized areas.

**TASKI swingo 350 B BMS and 350 E**
Ultra-compact 15-inch (38-cm) auto scrubber is designed with a low machine profile and a handle that folds backwards for easy access under tables or racks.

**TASKI swingo 455 B BMS**
Compact battery 17-inch (43-cm) auto scrubber combines performance with simple, ergonomic handling in a highly versatile machine.

**TASKI swingo 755 B and 855 B BMS**
Walk-behind 17-inch (43- cm) and 20-inch (51-cm) auto scrubbers offer maximum agility in confined areas with a dual axle system that allows the machine to literally turn on the spot.

**TASKI swingo 1255 B BMS**
Walk-behind 22-inch (55-cm) auto scrubber – ideally sized for performance – features offset brushes for superior cleaning along walls and under racks.

**TASKI swingo 1650 B and 1850 B BMS**
Large walk-behind 26-inch (65-cm) and 33-inch (85-cm) auto scrubbers provide long run times and brushes that perfectly follow the floor profile for outstanding soil removal.

**TASKI swingo XP**
Stand-on 30-inch (75-cm) auto scrubber with sensor steering combines excellent maneuverability with speed for faster cleaning and increased productivity.

**TASKI swingo 2500**
Large ride-on 28-inch (70-cm) auto scrubber features easy handling even in narrow and congested areas, and an innovative squeegee system that quickly dries floors.

**TASKI swingo 4000 and 5000**
Large ride-on 33-inch (85-cm) and 41-inch (103cm) auto scrubbers designed for larger areas, but can be used in narrow and congested areas. The TASKI squeegee system is designed to quickly dry floors.

A reliable floor care solution.

All TASKI machines come with a full 2 year warranty covering parts, labor and travel.
Carpet Care

Combined with Diversey processes and chemicals, our versatile carpet care machines remove debris, provide spot cleaning, and revitalize carpet with interim or restorative cleaning – quickly and easily.

**TASKI procarpet 30 and 45 Carpet Care System**
Professional 12” (30cm) and 18” (45cm) dual function carpet care system. The machine can be changed from deep extraction to interim cleaning simply by changing the chemicals and flipping the switch.

**Diversey Dry Foam Carpet Care System**
Low-speed 17-inch (43-cm) or 20-inch (50-cm) single-disc machine with foam generator and special brush; the first low moisture system to deliver both excellent interim and near extraction quality cleaning.

**TASKI jet 38 and 50**
Professional upright 15-inch (38-cm) and 20-inch (50-cm) vacuum cleaners are engineered with dual motor systems, providing high suction power and efficient cleaning.

**TASKI vento 8 and 15**
Corded electric canister vacuum cleaners are designed for maximum maneuverability and stability while enhancing air quality via an industry-leading filtration system.

**TASKI dorsalino**
Highly efficient backpack vacuum provides fatigue-free cleaning, quiet operation, power and efficiency, as well as versatility.

**TASKI Wet Dry Vacuums**
Wet Dry vacuums that are versatile and durable address all of your cleaning needs.

**TASKI vacumat 44T**
Large corded electric wet/dry vacuum cleaners feature a fixomat squeegee for efficient water pickup and streak-free drying results.

**TASKI vacumat 22 and 22T**
Standard corded electric wet/dry vacuum cleaner offers ultimate flexibility when used with an easy-to-attach dry vacuuming kit, making the machine truly multifunctional.

**Single Discs**
Our innovative single-disc machines feature the best in ergonomics, cost-efficiency, productivity, and high-cleaning performance.

**TASKI ergodisc 1200**
High-speed 20-inch (50-cm) disc machine burnishes hard floors quickly and efficiently, resulting in an even, high-gloss finish.

**TASKI ergodisc 2000**
Ultra-high-speed 20-inch (50-cm) burnisher with excellent dust retention.

**TASKI ergodisc 175 and 200**
Low-speed 17-inch (43-cm) and 20-inch (50-cm) single-disc machines offer quiet, comfortable cleaning and are adaptable to a variety of cleaning tasks.

**TASKI ergodisc HD**
Low speed 17-inch (43-cm) Heavy Duty single disc machine offers quiet, comfortable cleaning and are adaptable to a variety of cleaning tasks.
A sustainable floor care solution

TASKI redefines the floor care machine industry with innovation, breakthroughs in performance, ergonomics, and reduced lifetime costs, while consistently delivering operational efficiency gains. Besides that TASKI machines reduce your consumption of water, chemical and energy.

Less water

TASKI IntelliFlow Speed Dependent Supply System ensures always the right amount of cleaning solution on the floor. This reduces solution consumption by up to 50% and even increases labor efficiency by up to 30%.

Less energy

TASKI auto scrubbers can save up to 30% of energy vs. conventional auto scrubbers, which means electrical savings of about 500 kWh/year. AGM batteries come standard on TASKI and are designed to eliminate vapor emissions during charging.

Less chemicals

TASKI IntelliDose Dilution Control System reduces chemical consumption up to 5 times by 100% accuracy in dosing. No solution gets wasted and packaging can be reduced by up to 90%. This can cut your overall cleaning cost by 30-50%!

Recyclability

TASKI takes an integrated view on recycling and waste minimization by creating compact, ultra efficient products that use high-recycling-value materials wherever possible. Ask us about how our machines are 99% recyclable.

Test drive a TASKI machine today.

Call 1-800-842-2341 to get started.

To learn more visit www.TASKIbyDiversey.com
Revolutionary Water and Chemical Management Innovations

For more than 50 years, TASKI has led the way in the floor care machine industry, delivering remarkable performance and increased operational efficiency – while reducing environmental impact. At the heart of the machines, advanced TASKI IntelliDose™ and TASKI IntelliFlow™ technologies provide unrivaled water and chemical management for superior cleaning that is better for the world and your bottom line.

**TASKI IntelliDose. Smarter Dosing.**

**Dilution Control System.**

Our proprietary, IntelliDose system calculates and delivers the optimal amount of chemical for any task or floor type, ensuring superior cleaning while controlling and reducing chemical consumption. The disposable pouches can be swapped out effortlessly, making it easier to use and improving safety. Our unique approach maximizes effectiveness and simplifies your operation – taking your cleaning to a new level.

**Simple, safe and environmentally friendly.**

- Closed pouches for secure handling and no operator contact with chemicals
- No manual dosing required, removes operator guesswork – just fill with water and start cleaning
- Simple pouch change – acoustic warning signal indicates when pouch is empty
- Selection of different products for different tasks, meeting all requirements for various floors and application areas
- 5 times less chemistry used, resulting in less storage space and 90% packaging material reduction

Superior Chemistry & advanced technology allow machines to clean over 300,000 sq. ft with just one pouch.

**TASKI IntelliFlow. Precision Matters.**

**Application Control System.**

The patented TASKI IntelliFlow delivers the proper amount of cleaning solution and water onto the floor according to the speed of the machine. As the operator slows down, the advanced system adjusts in real time to use less solution – decreasing water consumption by up to 50%, reducing time-consuming tank fills, and lowering costs. That means faster cleaning with consistently dry floors and sustainable value for your business.

**The IntelliFlow Advantage.**

Without TASKI IntelliFlow, solution is delivered unevenly. As the machine slows in turns, more solution is released per square foot, causing puddles, wasted cleaning solution and more frequent tank refills. TASKI machines with IntelliFlow use speed-dependent application technology to always deliver a consistent amount of solution per square foot, decreasing the number of tank refills and wasted water.

**TASKI IntelliFlow reduces water consumption by up to 50%, improving efficiency and delivering environmental sustainability.**
Sealed Air Corporation creates a world that feels, tastes and works better. In 2012, the company generated revenue of approximately $7.6 billion by helping our customers achieve their sustainability goals in the face of today’s biggest social and environmental challenges. Our portfolio of widely recognized brands, including Cryovac® brand food packaging solutions, Bubble Wrap® brand cushioning and Diversey™ cleaning and hygiene solutions, ensure a safer and less wasteful food supply chain, protect valuable goods shipped around the world, and improve health through clean environments. Sealed Air has approximately 25,000 employees who serve customers in 175 countries. To learn more, visit www.newsealedair.com.